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Ž . Žk .Ž . Ž .Discrete dynamical systems DDSs of the form u t s F t, u , . . . , un n nqa nqb
with k G 2 are studied for their Lie symmetries. We show that while there are
DDSs admitting nonintrinsic Lie symmetries, locally analytic Lie symmetries of the
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linear. These will thus provide great impetus for symmetry practitioners to concen-
trate on finding mainly the intrinsic Lie symmetries for practical DDSs. Q 1998
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1. INTRODUCTION
ŽThe theory of Lie symmetries for differential equations see, for exam-
w x.ple, 1]3 has been by now well established, though the application of the
Ž .same theory to discrete dynamical systems DDSs or differential differ-
w x w xence equations 4]8 or difference equations 9, 10 is much less studied or
understood. However, recent years saw a great increase in the interest and
Ž w x.literature in the latter areas see, for example, the references in 4]10 .
For a more detailed account of the early history, including Lie's own
w xcontributions, we refer to the notes at the end of each chapter in 1 . It is
generally appreciated that the symmetry algebra of a given system in many
cases goes a long way to explain the behaviour of the system, just like the
Ž .algebra on which its Lax pair if any lives would through the use of inverse
Ž w x .scattering methods see, e.g., 11]13 and the references there . Among the
w xliterature on DDSs, a classification 8 has been done for a second-order
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discrete dynamical system, corresponding to k s 2 and b s ya s 1 in
Ž .1.1 below, in terms of the so-called intrinsic Lie symmetries first intro-
w x Žduced in 4 . The introduction of the intrinsic Lie symmetries see near
Ž . .1.3 for further explanations has simplified a great deal the task of
symmetry calculation for DDSs. A natural question is thus raised on how
much loss of generality the restriction to consideration of only intrinsic
symmetries would cause and what the corresponding impact, if any, would
be. To address such a question in a manageable frame, we shall in this
work consider only the following type of DDSs:
uŽk . t s F t , u , . . . , u , n g Z, a F b , k G 2, 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .n n nqa nqb
Ž . Ž .where, as we as later on, we use superindex i to denote the ith partial
Ž . Ž .derivative with respect to w.r.t. t. In 1.1 , both a and b are integers and
Z always denotes the set of all integers. For simplicity we always assume
Ž .that F in 1.1 is continuously differentiable w.r.t. all of its argumentn
variables for any given n. One of the first tasks is thus to find the general
Lie symmetry
X s j t , u : i g Z › q f t , u : i g Z › , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi t n i un
ngZ
Ž . Ž .for system 1.1 . Lie symmetry 1.2 will be called intrinsic if it takes the
form
X s j t › q f t , u › . 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .t n n un
Such intrinsic Lie symmetries are also termed fibre-preser¤ing symmetries
in the literature. Here we choose to use the term intrinsic because many of
the closely related references speak of intrinsic symmetries and intrinsic
methods, whose general practitioners may feel somewhat foreign to the
term or concept of fibre-preservation. Throughout this work, we always
Žassume implicitly except for a few important places at which we will stress
. Ž .this again that functions j and f in 1.2 are locally analytic in the sensen
that j and f are differentiable for any given orders w.r.t. all then
independent variables t and u , at least in a small neighbourhood ofi
Ž . < < < <Ä Äcertain t, u , i.e., u y u - e ; i g Z and t y t - e , where e , e ) 0.Ä Än i i i i
This assumption, however, is merely for the convenience of later proofs
which are mostly algebraic. It will effectively remove the consideration of
the possible discrete Lie symmetries, which will in general fail this assump-
Ž .tion even if they can be put formally into the form of 1.2 . Obviously if j
and f are meromorphic in the usual sense then they are also locallyn
analytic in terms of our definition here. For simplicity we will also call the
Ž .symmetry 1.2 locally analytic if the j and f there are locally analytic.n
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In this work, we will show that all the locally analytic Lie symmetries
Ž . Ž .1.2 must be intrinsic unless system 1.1 is linear, or weakly linear in the
sense to be specified in later sections. The immediate benefit of knowing
Žthe intrinsicality of the symmetries is that the work for finding non
.discrete symmetries will be significantly reduced, and that otherwise
impossible calculations may now become manageable. Moreover, if we
know for a given system of DDSs that it admits only intrinsic Lie symme-
w xtries, then we may make use of an algorithmic mechanism 14 and Lie
packages for systems of a finite number of variables to effectively find the
Lie symmetries. We may justify furthermore the classifications via intrinsic
Ž w x w x.Lie symmetry algebras see 8 and also discussions in 15 if we know that
the effect of the nonintrinsic symmetries is somewhat negligible.
Ž . Ž .Recall that when a symmetry operator X of the form 1.2 or 1.3 is to
Ž kbe applied to a system of equations in the form of, say, G t , › u :n i t lj
.0 F i, j F m, k G 0, l g Z s 0, the symmetry operator first undergoes a
w x w xprolongation in the standard way 1, 2 . As in 1 , the prolongation of X will
be denoted by pr X. Thus the application of a symmetry operator X to the
system G s 0 is in fact the application of pr X to the system, i.e.,n
pr XG s 0. Hence for the sake of convenience and simplicity throughoutn
this text, we shall denote pr XG for any G simply by XG .n n n
Ž .It seems worth noting that the case of k s 1 for 1.1 is not studied in
this work. This is mainly because too little ``information'' can be extracted
from the symmetry conditions in this case due to the lack of ``sufficiently
many'' functionally independent terms in the symmetry condition equa-
Ž .tions. We also note that 1.1 may also be regarded as a differential-
difference equation. However, we shall follow the notation of Levi and
w x Ž .Winternitz 8 and call 1.1 simply a DDS.
This paper is organised as follows. We first derive in Section 2 the
Ž .general form of Lie symmetry for 1.1 . Then in Section 3 we show that
these symmetries, under the assumption of being locally analytic, have to
Ž .be intrinsic if system 1.1 is neither linear nor weakly linear. Section 4 is
Ž .thus devoted to showing that nonintrinsic nondiscrete Lie symmetries can
exist in linear or weakly linear systems. A concluding summary is made in
Section 5.
2. THE GENERAL FORM OF LIE SYMMETRIES
Ž .DDS 1.1 is said to be nontri¤ial if there exists at least one n g Z such0
Ž .that F t, u , . . . , u is not a function of only variables t and u .n n qa n qb n0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Suppose system 1.1 is nontri¤ial for k G 2 and X in 1.2
Ž .is a Lie symmetry of the system. Then j and f in 1.2 must ha¤e then
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following form:
j s j t ,Ž .
k y 1 Çf s j t q g u q c u q b t , k G 2Ž . Ž .Ýn n n n , i i nž /2 igZ 2.1Ž .
j t s a t 2 q a t q a , k G 3,Ž . 2 1 0
Ž . Ž .where c , a and g are all constants. Moreo¤er, 1.2 with 2.1 is a Lien, i i n
Ž .symmetry of 1.1 iff
b
Žk . Ç Çf y kj F y j F q f F y f F s 0 2.2Ž .Ý Ýn n n n , u i nqj n , ui nq j
igZ jsa
is further satisfied.
Ž . Ž .Proof. To determine the form 1.2 for 1.1 , we shall consider the
Ž .system 1.1 for k s 2 and k G 3 separately because they require different
treatment.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i k s 2. Applying 1.2 to 1.1 , we can split the determining
Ž .equation X u y F s 0 intoÈn n
b
È Ç Çf q f F y 2j F y j F y f F s 0 2.3Ž .Ý Ýn n , u i n n nqj n , ui nq j
igZ jsa
and, corresponding to the powers of u s,Çi
u u u : j s 0, ; i , j,Ç Ç Çi j n u ui j
u u : f s 0, ; i / n , j / n ,Ç Çi j n , u ui j
Çu u : f y j s 0, i / n ,Ç Çn i n , u u un i i
Çu u : f y 2j s 0, 2.4Ž .Ç Çn n n , u u un n n
Çu : f y j F s 0, i / n ,Çi n , u u ni i
Ç Èu : 2f y j y 2j F y j F s 0.Ç Ýn n , u u n u in n i
igZ
As a convention, we always use a single number to denote a list of
consecutive equations, each of which will then be implicitly labelled by
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Ž .subindices a, b, c, and the like. From 2.4 , we can represent j asa
j s v t u q r t 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i
igZ
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .with arbitrary v t and r t . We thus have, from 2.4 , f s j si c n, u u un i i
Ž .v t for i / n, which gives furthermore after an integration f sÇi n, ui
Ž . Ž .v t u q f t, u : j g Z, j / n . Differentiating this equation w.r.t. u forÇi n n, i j j
Ž . Ž .j / n, we obtain from 2.4 the relation › f t, u : i / n s f s 0,b u n, i i n, u uj i j
Ž .which implies f s f t is a function of t only, i.e.,n, i n, i
f s v t u q f t , i / n. 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Çn , u i n n , ii
Ž . Ž . Ž .Differentiating 2.6 w.r.t. t, we have from 2.4 and 2.5e
Ç Ç Çf s v u q f s j F s v t F « v t u q f t s v t F .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Èn , u i n n , i u n i n i n n , i i ni i
2.7Ž .
Ž .If v t / 0, then the above equation implies F is a function of u and ti n n
only, which is against our nontriviality assumption for the case of k s 2.
ÇŽ . Ž .Hence we must have v t s 0 and f t s 0 for any i / n. We thusi n, i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .conclude from 2.5 and 2.6 with v t ’ v tn
j s v t u q r t , f s c , i / n , 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .n n , u n , ii
Ž .for some constant c . Since the integration of 2.8 givesn, i b
f s c u q g t , u , 2.9Ž . Ž .Ýn n , i i n n
igZ , i/n
Ž .we obtain from 2.4 d
› 2Çf y 2j s g t , u y 2v t s 0,Ž . Ž .Çn , u u u n n2n n n › un
2 Ž . Ž .which is solved by g s v u q a t u q b t with arbitrary functionsÇn n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a t and b t . The substitution of the form g and 2.9 into 2.4 nown n n f
gives
Ç È2f y j y 2j F y j FÝn , u u n u in n i
i
s 3v t u q 2 a t y r t y 3v t F s 0. 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .È Ç Èn n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Due to the nontriviality of F , we must have v t s 0 and 2 a t s r t .Ç Èn n
Ž . Ž .Hence a t s r t r2 q g q c with arbitrary constants g and c .Çn n n, n n n, n
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Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .We thus conclude j s r t and f s r t r2 q g q b t q Ý c u ,Çn n n i n, i i
Ž . Ž .which are essentially 2.1 for k s 2. It is also obvious that 2.3 is justa
Ž .2.2 with k s 2.
Ž . ² i:ii k G 3. Let us recall that the prolongation f corresponding ton
uŽ i. is defined byn
f ²0: s f , f ² i: s D f ² iy1: y D j uŽ i. , i G 1, 2.11Ž . Ž .n n n t n t n
where D denotes the total derivative w.r.t. t. It is easy to show induc-t
w xtively 16
m
m²m: m i Žmq1yi.f s D f y D j u , m G 1, 2.12Ž .Ž .Ýn t n t nž /i
is1
and
m G0, m , . . . , m )0 i F ??? Fim 0 1 s 1 s
m Žm. Žm . Žm . Žm .0 1 sD j s j q j u ??? uÝ Ý Ýt u ? ? ? u i ii i 1 s1 s
m q ??? qm smss1 i , . . . , i gZ0 s 1 s
= Jm ; m , . . . , m ; i , . . . , i0 1 s 1 s
m mŽm. Žmy1. Žmy2.Ç Ès j u q j u q j uÝ u i u i u ii i iž / ž /1 2
igZ
qterms of other powers or orders of uŽ j. , m G 1, 2.13Ž .i
where all coefficients J are positive. With these prepara-m ; m , . . . , m ; i , . . . , i0 1 s 1 s
Ž .tions, we have from 2.12
X uŽk . y F s f ²k: y X FŽ .n n n n
k
kk i Žkq1yi.s D f y D j u y X F . 2.14Ž .Ž .Ýt n t n nž /i
is1
Ž . Žky1. Ž2.It is easy to see from 2.13 that the term u u with i / n has an i
Ž .maximal total order of derivative of u w.r.t. t, and its coefficient in 2.14i
is completely contributed by the terms in
k k2 Žky1. Ž2. Žky1.y D j u s y j u u q other irrelevant terms.Ž . Ýt n u i niž / ž /2 2
igZ
Hence › j s 0 ; i / n. Since n is arbitrary, we see that › j s 0 for allu ui i
Ž . i Ž i. Ž .i g Z, which means j s j t . This results in D j s j and 2.14 thust
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becomes
k
kŽk . k Ž i. Žkq1yi.X u y F s D f y j u y X F . 2.15Ž .Ž . Ýn n t n n nž /i
is1
Ž .Since the form 2.13 is also valid if we replace j by f , we see that inn
Ž . Žky1.2.15 the term containing u u is given byÇi j
Žky1.f u u J x j y i q 1r2 q J x i y j ,Ž . Ž .Çn , u u i j 0; ky1, 1; i , j 0; 1, ky1; j , ii j
2.16Ž .
Ž .where the step function x is defined by x t s 1 if t F 0 and s 1 if
Ž .otherwise. Because the coefficients J in 2.16 are positive, we must have
f s 0, implying after integrationn, u ui j
f s v t u q f t . 2.17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n , i i n
igZ
Let d j be the Kronecker symbol defined by d j s 1 if i s j and s 0 ifi i
Ž . Ž .otherwise. We then see from 2.13 with j replaced by f that in 2.15 then
terms containing uŽky1. and uŽky2. are contributed byi i
{k k k kŽky1. Žky1. n Žky2. Žky2. nÇ È Èf u y j u d q f u y j u d ,n , u i i i n , u i i ii iž / ž / ž / ž /1 2 2 3
which induces the following two equations:
{k k k kn nÇ È Èf s jd , f s jd . 2.18Ž .n , u i n , u ii iž / ž / ž / ž /1 2 2 3
Ž .The solution of 2.18 is straightforward and is given by
{Çf s v s 0, ; i / n , j s 0. 2.19Ž .Çn , u n , ii
Ž . Ž Ž ..Hence we obtain from 2.18 and f s 0 cf. 2.17 the equationa n, u ui jÇ È ÇŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .f s k y 1 r2 j , which gives f s k y 1 r2 j q g for somen, u n, u nn n
constant g , and gives after a further integrationn
k y 1 Çf s j q g u q g t , u : i g Z, i / n 2.20Ž . Ž .n n n n iž /2
Ž .for some arbitrary function g independent of u . Combining 2.17 withn n
Ž . Ž .2.19 and 2.20 , we conclude that g is linear in u , and j and f can ben i n
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written as
k y 1
2 Çj s a t q a t q a , f s j q g u q c u q b t ,Ž .Ý2 1 0 n n n n , i i nž /2 i
2.21Ž .
Ž . Ž .for some constants c and functions b t . Under conditions 2.21n, i n
Ž .including the separability of f , Eq. 2.15 becomesn
2 kŽk . Žk . Ž j. Žkyj.X u y F s b q f uŽ . Ý Ýn n n n , u iiž /j
igZ js0
2 k Ž j. Žkq1yj.y j u y X F ,Ý n nž /j
js1
Ž . Ž . Ž .which reduces to 2.2 via 2.18 and 2.19 . This completes the proof of the
theorem.
3. INTRINSICALITY OF LIE SYMMETRIES
Ž .Although we will give in the next section explicit cases of system 1.1
Ž . Ž .admitting nonintrinsic symmetries 1.2 with 2.1 , symmetries of DDSs
Ž .1.1 are more likely to be intrinsic, as can be seen later on. Obviously, it is
only natural that some kind of uniformity about the F should exist inn
order for one to make some conclusions based on the ``measurement'' of
finite number of F s. To this end and more, we introduce the followingn
definitions along with some explanations of their motivations.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i F t, u , . . . , u is said to be uniformly defined w.r.t. n ifn nqa nqb
ÃŽ .there is a function F x, t, ¤ , . . . , ¤ such thata b
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .a F t, u , . . . , u s F n, t, u , . . . , u , ;n g Z;n nqa nqb nqa nqb
Ž .b for all p, i g Z with 0 F p, i F 1, the functions s
p b i s Ãw x Ž .› Ł › F x, t, ¤ , . . . , ¤ for any given ¤ , . . . , ¤ is a finite expressiont ssa ¤ a b a bs
of elementary functions w.r.t. x and their compositions. The finite expres-
sion is again composed of a finite number of elementary arithmetic
operations and elementary functions.
Intuitively, this means that the variable x will behave globally like an
w p nqb i s x Ž .``indeterminate'' and thus › Ł › F t, u , . . . , u will alwayst ssnqa u n nqa nqbs
w p mqb i s x Ž .be the same as › Ł › F t, u , . . . , u when m is latert ssmqa u m mqa mqbs
replaced by n there. This invariance under the ``change of operation
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Ž .order'' will then ensure that the local w.r.t. n equations of symmetry
conditions can be shifted or projected uniformly elsewhere. We note that
the definition for uniformly defined functions can be further relaxed, as
long as the above mentioned invariance is observed. The restrictive defini-
tion is adopted here only for the convenience of description, and is no loss
of generality anyway as far as the application or theory is concerned.
Ž .ii Suppose for any c, d g Z with a F c F d F b, F can be writ-m
ten as
b
F t , u , . . . , u s r t uŽ . Ž .Ým mqa mqb m , i mqi
isdq1
q u V t , u , . . . , uŽ .mq d m mqc mqa
q v t , u , . . . , uŽ .m mqdy1 mqa
iff F can also be written as the above with m there replaced by n. Thenn
F and F will be called form-similar to each other, denoted simply bym n
form
F f F .m n
This property is to ensure that the algebraic form of F local to a given nn
Ž .is in fact also true for other ns. Obviously F t, u , . . . , u , i.e., Fnqa nqb n
with the subindex dropped, trivially satisfies this property.
Ž .  4iii Let K s i g Z: ’ j such that a F j F b, › F / 0 . Thenn u n, unq j i
 4functions F are said to be dominantly dependent if for anyn, u aF iF bnq i
Ž .i g K there exist some functions v t such thatn j
nqj/i
F s v t F . 3.1Ž . Ž .Ýn , u j n , ui nq j
aFjFb
Ž . Ž .We note that Eq. 3.1 is to provide possible means for terms in 2.2 to
cancel each other in the case of nonintrinsic symmetries.
Ž .  4 Ž .iv Functions F are said to be self-annihilating w.r.t. n ifi ig Z
there are constants r , of which infinitely many are nonzero, such thatn, i
r F ’ 0 mod a t u q f t , u , . . . , u . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn , i i i i nq2 ayb nq2 bya
igZ igZ
Ž . Ž .Equation 3.2 implies that the ``far away'' w.r.t. n nonlinear terms in Fi
can be linearly cancelled off through the choice of constants r .n, i
Ž . Ž .  4v Function F t, u , . . . , u is said to be weakly linear if Fn nqa nqb n
 4are self-annihilating w.r.t. some n and, if a / b, F are domi-0 n, u aF iF bnq i
nantly dependent. Obviously if F is linear, then it is also weakly linearn
Ž . Ž .because 3.1 and 3.2 would be trivially satisfied.
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We note that F will be uniformly defined and form-similar to each othern
Ž .over n g Z if F s F t, u , . . . , u with a smooth function F. Wen nqa nqb
Ž .also note that 3.1 implies that those u -dependent F are, roughlyj n, ui
Ž .speaking, ``linearly dependent'' and 3.2 implies that Ý r F is zeroig Z n, i i
up to a function f of t and u to u , plus some terms linear innq2 ayb nq2 bya
u s. For further comprehension of the above definitions, let us examinei
some typical examples.
Ž . 2a F s nu , ;n g Z, is uniformly defined but F is not form-n nq1 0
Ã Ã 2Ž . Ž .similar to F with n / 0. In this case, F s F n, u with F x, ¤ s x¤n n nq1
being polynomial means F is uniformly defined. Since F s 0 s 0 = u isn 0 1
Ž .linear in u but F is not linear in u for n / 0, F n / 0 and F are1 n nq1 n 0
not form-similar to each other.
Ž . Ž 2 .b For F defined by F s n q 1 u for n F 0 and s u forn n nq1 nq1
n G 0, F is form-similar to F for any m and n, but is not uniformlyn m
Ž .defined w.r.t. n. In this case, we have a s b s 1 for 1.1 and, obviously,
F is linear in u iff F is linear in u . Hence F and F arem mq1 n nq1 n m
Ž .form-similar to each other for any m, n g Z. Since F u can not ben nq1
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .written as F n, u such that F x, ¤ is a single elementary expressionnq1
Ž .because F is piecewise-defined , the function F is not uniformly defined.n n
Ž . 2  4c For F s u q u , F are not self-annihilating andn nq1 n n ng Z
 4F are not dominantly dependent. In this case, Ý r F willn, u aF iF b ng Z n nnq i
always contain nonlinear terms involving u for some arbitrarily large i,i
Ž .when an infinite number of r s are nonzero. Hence 3.2 cannot bei
 4satisfied, implying F are not self-annihilating. Since this case alson
Ž .  4 Ž .corresponds to a s 0 and b s 1 in 1.1 , and to K s n, n q 1 in iii , wen
 4  4see that functions in F s 1, 2u cannot be linearly relatedn, u is0, 1 nq1nq i
Ž .via 3.1 . Hence they are not dominantly dependent.
Ž . Ž .  4  4d For F in 4.8 , F are self-annihilating and Fn n ng Z n, u aF iF bnq i
Ž Ž .are dominantly dependent see the paragraph containing 4.8 for the
.simple explanations .
Ž . Ž .Roughly speaking, uniformities defined in i and ii above are used to
Ž . Ž .exclude the case of ``piecewise'' definitions of the DDSs, while iii and iv
are mainly for the purpose of describing the ``exceptional'' cases to be
given in Theorem 2 below. With the above preparation, we now introduce
Ž .THEOREM 2. Let F s F t, u , . . . , u with a, b g Z and a F b.n nqa nqb
Suppose
Ž .i a / b, or a / 0 if a s b;
Ž .ii F is neither linear nor weakly linear.n
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Then, for any k G 2, all the locally analytic Lie symmetries of the system
uŽk . t s F t , u , . . . , u 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .n nqa nqb
must be intrinsic.
COROLLARY 1. All the locally analytic Lie symmetries of the system
uŽk . s f t , u q g t , u , . . . , u , u , . . . , uŽ . Ž .n nqc nqa nqcy1 nqcq1 nqb
for k G 2 and a F c F b are intrinsic if f is nonlinear in u and the systemnqc
is nontri¤ial.
Ž .We note that condition i in Theorem 2 is very natural, because on
Ž .failing i there, the system would be completely decoupled and become
Ž .trivial. Also ``neither linear nor weakly linear'' in ii in Theorem 2 is
actually equivalent to saying simply ``not weakly linear.'' The former form
is kept mainly for more clarity. Moreover, the assumption that symmetries
be locally analytic is actually never explicitly used: it is given here to
ensure that our algebraic proofs for the theorems will be analytically also
valid. As for Corollary 1, it is immediately implied from Theorem 2 by the
 4observation that F are not dominantly dependent, thus F are notn, u ni
Ž .weakly linear, because 3.1 cannot be satisfied for i s n q c. In order to
prove Theorem 2, we introduce two lemmas below, one at a time. Their
qualitative summary will be made just before the proof of Theorem 2.
def
LEMMA 1. For any gi¤en n and N g Z with N G 1, let I s n, n q a, nn
def4  4q a q 1, . . . , n q b and J s n, n y N, n y N q 1, . . . , n q N . Then then
Ž .function F t, u , . . . , u will take the formm mqa mqb
b
F t , u , . . . , u s a t u q a t , ;m g I , 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým mqa mqb m , i mqi m n
isa
if
i c / 0,Ž . n , nqN
< <ii c s 0, ; i ) N , ;m g I ,Ž . m , mqi n 3.5Ž .
form X
Xiii F f F , ;m , m g J .Ž . m m n
Ž .Proof. Let us recall from Theorem 1 that X in 1.2 is a Lie symmetry
Ž . Ž Žk . . Ž .of 1.1 implies that equation X u y F s 0 will reduce to 2.2 . Fromn n
Ž .Ž . Ž .3.5 ii we know Eq. 2.2 contains u s for only n q a y N F i F n q b qi
Ž .N. In the following, we shall examine the terms in 2.2 , from those
containing u to those u with lower indices, for exactly b y a q 1nqbqN i
steps so as to show F must be linear in u .n i
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Ž .First we notice that terms containing u in 2.2 have to come fromnqbN
²² ::l.h.s. of 2.2 s c F y c u F q uŽ . n , nqN nqN nqb , nqbqN nqbqN n , u nqbqNnq b
3.6Ž .
²² ::where, as well as later on, we use f s g q u to indicate that f y gn
²² ::contains no u . In other words, u is a kind of remainder whichn n
²² ::satisfies › u s 0. Since the u of the highest index in F is u ,u n i n nqbn
Ž .which is lower in index than u due to N G 1, we see from 3.6 thatnqbqN
F is linear in u , i.e.,nqN nqbqN
F s u g t , u , . . . q h t , u , . . . ,Ž . Ž .nqN nqbqN nqN , b nqbqNy1 nqN , b nqbqNy1
3.7Ž .
Ž .Ž .which implies from 3.5 iii
F s u g t , u , . . . , uŽ .m mqb m , b mqby1 nqa
qh t , u , . . . , u , ;m g J . 3.8Ž . Ž .m , b mqby1 mqa n
Ž . Ž . Ž .By putting 3.8 back into 3.6 , we simplify 3.6 further to
3.6 s c u g t , u , . . . , uŽ . Ž .n , nqN nqbqN nqN , b nqbqNy1 nqaqN
qh t , u , . . . , uŽ .nqN , b nqbqNy1 NqaqN
²² ::y c u g t , u , . . . , u q u .Ž .nqb , nqbqN nqbqN n , b nqby1 nqa nqbqN
This shows
c g t , u , . . . , uŽ .n , nqN nqN , b nqbqNy1 nqaqN
s c g t , u , . . . , u ,Ž .nqb , nqbqN n , b nqby1 nqa
Ž .which implies g is independent of u . Hence 3.7 reduces tonqN, b nqbqNy1
F s u g t , u , . . . q h t , u , . . . .Ž . Ž .nqN nqbqN nqN , b nqbqNy2 nqN , b nqbqNy1
Ž .Ž .This expression will again propagate via the form-similarity 3.5 iii to give
F s u g t , u , . . . , uŽ .m mqb m , b mqby2 nqa
qh t , u , . . . , u , ;m g J . 3.9Ž . Ž .m , b mqby1 mqa n
We can continue this way and show g is independent of all u s, thusnqN, b i
Ž . Ž .Ž .simplifying 3.9 via 3.5 iii to
F s a t u q h t , u , . . . , u , ;m g J , 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .m m , b mqb m , b mqby1 mqa n
Ž .for some function a t and h .m , b m , b
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If N G 2, then the above procedure can be carried out for at least
another time. Thus the next step is to look at the terms containing
Ž .u in 2.2 . We note that all terms containing u are alreadynqbqNy1 nqbqN
Ž .cancelled out with one another in 2.2 from our previous step, which
Ž .resulted in 3.10 . Since u is still not contained in F due tonqbqNy1 n
N G 2, we derive similarly
l.h.s. of 2.2Ž .
s f F q f F y f Fn , u nqN n , u nqNy1 nqb n , unq N nqNy1 nqb
²² ::y f F q unqby1 n , u nqbqNy1nq by1
s c h t , u , . . .Ž .n , nqN nqN , b nqbqNy1
q c a t y c FŽ .n , nqNy1 nqNy1, b nqb , nqbqNy1 n , unq b
yc Fnqby1, nqbqNy1 n , unq by1
²² ::= u q u . 3.11Ž .nqbqNy1 nqbqNy1
Ž .From 3.11 we know h must be linear in u , i.e.,nqN, b nqbqNy1
h t , u , . . . u g t , u , . . .Ž . Ž .nqN , b nqbqNy1 nqbqNy1 nqN , by1 nqbqNy2
q h t , u , . . . ,Ž .nqN , by1 nqbqNy2
Ž .Ž .which implies via 3.5 iii
h t , u , . . . , u s u g t , u , . . . , uŽ . Ž .m , b mqby1 mqa mqby1 m , by1 mqby2 mqa
q h t , u , . . . , u . 3.12Ž . Ž .m , by1 mqby2 mqa
Ž . Ž .Substituting 3.12 back into 3.11 , we obtain
3.11 s u c g t , u , . . .Ž . Ž .nqbqNy1 n , nqN nqN , by1 nqbqNy2
qc a t y c a tŽ . Ž .n , nqNy1 nqNy1, b nqb , nqbqNy1 n , b
›
yc h t , u , . . .Ž .nqby1, nqbqNy1 n , b nqby1› unqby1
²² ::q u ,nqbqNy1
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Ž . Ž .which implies due to g t, u , . . . s › h t, u , . . . then, by1 nqby2 u n, b nqby1nq by1
following relation:
g t , u , . . . , uŽ .nqN , by1 nqbqNy2 nqaqN
cnqby1, nqbqNy1s g t , u , . . . , u q f t ,Ž . Ž .n , by1 nqby2 nqa nqN , by1cn , nqN
3.13Ž .
Ž . Ž .where f t is a combination of some a t functions first encoun-nqN, by1 i, j
Ž .tered in 3.10 . The above equation shows g is independent ofnqN , by1
Ž .Ž .u , and the form-similarly via 3.5 iii will thus eventually implynqbqNy2
Ž .g is a function of variable t only, similar to the steps from 3.7 tonqN , by1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3.10 . Hence we conclude from 3.12 and 3.5 iii that F must be atm
least of the following form:
F s a t u q a t uŽ . Ž .m m , b mqb m , by1 mqby1
qh t , u , . . . , u , ;m g J . 3.14Ž . Ž .m , by1 mqby2 mqa n
Following the above procedure for a total of N steps, we can show
inductively
b¡
a t uŽ .Ý m , i mqi
isbyNq1~ qh t , u , . . . , u , if N F b y a,Ž .F s m , byNq1 mqbyN mqam
b
a t u q a t , if N G b y a q 1,Ž . Ž .Ý m , i mqi m¢
isa
3.15Ž .
for all m g J . Since we have already proved the lemma above in the casen
Ž .of N G b y a q 1, we now proceed for the case N F b y a in 3.15 . We
Ž .assume without loss of generality also as the induction assumption
b
F s a t uŽ .Ým m , i mqi
isbyMq1
qh t , u , . . . , u , ;m g J , 3.16Ž . Ž .m , byMq1 mqbyM mqa n
with N F M F b y a. We note that in such cases, u is in factnqbqNyM
 4a variable in u , . . . , u and thus there will also be terms fromnqa nqb
Ç Ç Ž .such as ykj F y j F in 2.2 to contribute to u . However,n n nqbqNyM
ÝbyMy1f F and Ý f F are still independent ofisa nqi n, u iF nqNyMy1 n, u inq i i
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u . Hence we havenqbqNyM
k y 1
Žkq1. nl.h.s. of 2.2 s j t d u q f FŽ . Ž . nqbqNyM nqbqNyM n , u nqNnq N2
q f F q ??? qf Fn , u nqNy1 n , u nqNyMnq Ny1 nqNyM
q f FÝ n , u ii
iFnqNyMy1
Çy kj t a t uŽ . Ž .n , bqNyM nqbqNyM
y j t a t u y f F y ???Ž . Ž .Çn , bqNyM nqbqNyM nqb n , unq b
y f F y f FnqbyMq1 n , u nqbyM n , unq byMq1 nqbyM
byMy1
²² ::y f F q u ,Ý nq i n , u nqbqNyMnq i
isa
which gives furthermore
k y 1
Žkq1. nl.h.s. of 2.2 s j t d uŽ . Ž . nqbqNyM nqbqNyM2
q c h t , u , . . . , uŽ .n , nqN nqN , byMq1 nqbqNyM nqaqN
q u c a tŽ .nqbqNyM n , nqNy1 nqNy1, byMq1
q ??? qc a tŽ .n , nqNyM nqNyM , b
Çykj t a t y j t a tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Çn , bqNyM n , bqNyM
ya c y ???n , b nqb , nqbyNyM
ya cn , byMq1 nqbyMq1, nqbqNyM
›
ycnqbyM , nqbqNyM › unqbyM
=h t , u , . . . , uŽ .n , byMq1 nqbyM nqa
²² ::q u . 3.17Ž .nqbqNyM
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The above equation shows h is linear in u , i.e.,nqN, byMq1 nqbqNyM
h t , u , . . .Ž .nqN , byMq1 nqbqNyM
s u g t , u , . . .Ž .nqbqNyM nqN , byM nqbqNyMy1
q h t , u , . . . , u ,Ž .nqN , byM nqbqNyMy1 nqaqN
Ž .Ž .which then implies via 3.5 iii
h t , u , . . . , uŽ .m , byMq1 mqbyM mqa
s u g t , u , . . . , uŽ .mq byM m , byM mqbyMy1 mqa
qh t , u , . . . , u , ;m g J . 3.18Ž . Ž .m , byM mqbyMy1 mqa n
Ž . Ž .The substitution of 3.18 into 3.17 then induces the relation
g t , u , . . . , uŽ .nqN , byM nqbqNyMy1 nqaqN
cnqbyM , nqbqNyMs f t q g t , u , . . . , u .Ž . Ž .nqN , byM n , byM nqbyMy1 nqacn , nqN
Similar to what we did in the earlier part of this proof, we can show
g is a function of variable t only. Hence we obtainnqN , byM
h s a t uŽ .m , byMq1 m , byM mqbyM
qh t , u , . . . , u , ;m g J ,Ž .m , byM mqbyMy1 mqa n
Ž .and we return to 3.16 with a larger M. We can carry on inductively until
b Ž . Ž .M s b y a q 1, which means F s Ý a t u q a t . This com-m isa m , i mqi m
pletes our proof of Lemma 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2. Consider system 1.1 and assume 1.2 with 2.1 is a Lie
symmetry of the system. For any gi¤en n g Z, suppose F is nonlinear in u s,n i
 4  4and the F are not self-annihilating w.r.t. n if the F are dominantlyi n, uiw xdependent. Then there exists an integer c g a, b such that
w x w xc s 0, ; i g Z_ 2 a y b , 2b y a j 2 a y 2b , 2b y 2 a . 4nqc , nqi
3.19Ž .
Ž .If furthermore the F s are uniformly defined, then 3.19 will be ¤alid for alln
n g Z.
Proof. We may choose without loss of generality j s constant for
Žk . Ž .k s 2, thus f s 0 for any k G 2 due to 2.1 . It is easy to see that inn b
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Ž .2.2 the part
b
def Žk . Ç ÇC s f y kj F y j F y f F 3.20Ž .Ýn n n n nqj n , unq j
jsa
w xis linear in variables u for i g Z_ n q a, n q b because the u s have toi i
come from the f s, although it may be nonlinear in other u s. Letnq j j
def Ž .w sÝ f F . Then 2.2 is equivalent to w s yC . Hence the lin-n ig Z n, u i n ni
earity in C impliesn
› 2
w xw s 0, ; i , j g Z_ n q a, n q b . 3.21Ž .n› u › ui j
wSince F contains no u for n q a F s F n q b if m g Z_ n q a y b, nm s
xq b y a , and contains u for only n q 2 a y b F s F n q 2b y a if n qs
w xa y b F m F n q b y a, we see that, for i g Z_ n q 2 a y b, n q 2b y a
and n q a F j F n q b,
w s f F q f F ,Ý Ýn n , u m n , u mm m
nqaybFmFnqbya w xmgZ_ nqayb , nqbya
where the first part of the r.h.s. contains u only for n q 2 a y b F s F ns
q 2b y a while the second part contains no u for n q a F s F n q b.s
Ž .This implies › › w s 0. Combining with 3.21 , we deriveu u ni j
› 2
w xw s 0, ; i g Z, ; j g Z_ n q 2 a y b , n q 2b y a . 3.22Ž .n› u › ui j
In other words, w cannot contain any nonlinear terms containing a un i
with i - n q 2 a y b or i ) n q 2b y a, and can thus be written as
igZ
w s v t uŽ .Ýn n , i i
w xif nq2 ayb , nq2 bya
w xigZ_ nqa , nqb
q f t , u , . . . , u uŽ .Ý n , i nqa nqb i
nq2 aybFiFnq2 bya
q g t , u , . . . , u 3.23Ž . Ž .n nqa nqb
 4for functions v , f , and g . This implies that F must be self-annihilat-n, i n, i n i
Ž Ž ..ing w.r.t. n see 3.2 if an infinite number of c are nonzero.n, i
 w xLet K s i g Z l n q a, n q b : ’ j such that a F j F b, › F /n u n, unq j i
4 Ž .0 . If there exists an i g K such that F is not in the linearly0 n n, ui0
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 Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .expanded space Ý v t F : v t are arbitrary functions , then 3.19i/ i i n, u i0 i
must hold for c s i y n. This is because otherwise f F in C s0 nqc n, u nnq c
w xyw will contain u for i f n q 2 a y b, n q 2b y a with u -dependentn i j
coefficient which cannot be balanced off by any other terms, thus contra-
Ž .  4 Ž Ž ..dicting 3.23 . If the F are dominantly dependent see 3.1 but then, ui
 4F are not self-annihilating w.r.t. n, then only a finite number of c ini n, i
Ž .w can be nonzero because w has to have the form 3.23 . In fact, if wen n
choose i such that c / 0 while c s 0 ; i ) i , then all the u s in0 n, i n, i 0 i0
F are within the range of i G i q a. Hence if i ) n q 2b y 2 a, then alli 0 00
the u s are in F will have i ) n q 2b y a, contradicting the form ofi i0
Ž .3.23 because F is nonlinear. Hence i F n q 2b y 2 a. Likewise we cani 00
Ž .show i G n q 2 a y 2b. We have thus shown that 3.19 now holds for0
Ž .c s 0. This proves 3.19 , the first part of Lemma 2. Notice that the
Ž . Ž .  4analytic uniformity preserves both 3.1 and 3.2 . For example, if the Fi
are self-annihilating w.r.t. to n and F is uniformly defined w.r.t. n, thenn
Ã Žthere exists a continuous function F and constants r of which infinitelyi
.many are nonzero such that
r F t , u , . . . , uŽ .Ý i nqi nqa nqb
igZ
Ãs r F n q i , t , ¤ , . . . , ¤Ž .Ý i a b
igZ
Ã’ 0 mod a n , t u q f n , t , ¤ , . . . , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝ i i 2 ayb 2 bya½ 5
igZ
Hence
Ãr F s lim r F x q i , t , ¤ , . . . , ¤Ž .Ý Ýi mqi i a b
x“migZ igZ
Ã’ 0 mod a m , t u q f m , t , ¤ , . . . , ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝ i i 2 ayb 2 bya½ 5
igZ
 4implying the F are also self-annihilating w.r.t. to m. Hence the uniform-i
Ž .ity preserves the c in 3.19 as well. Thus the last statement in Lemma 2 is
also true. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
We note that, qualitatively and roughly, Lemma 1 says that a nonintrin-
Ž Ž ..sic Lie symmetry of finite ``radius'' referring to the N in 3.5 will force
the function F to become linear. The proof is to show that the nonintrin-n
sic symmetry will force each variable u in F to be linear so that therei n
Ž .would not be any terms in 2.2 which cannot be cancelled off by any other
terms. Lemma 2 basically says that under the given conditions all symme-
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tries must be of finite ``radius,'' and the proof hinges on showing nonzero
terms in nonintrinsic symmetry far outside the ``radius'' will produce
Ž .uncancellable terms via 2.2 .
Proof of Theorem 2. With the two lemmas, the proof of Theorem 2
becomes straightforward and goes as follows. We choose n as the n in0
Lemma 2, and thus conclude from Lemma 2 that we can find an N G 0
< <such that c s 0 ; i ) N. If the smallest such N is nonzero, thenn, nqN
Lemma 1 implies function F must be linear in the u s, which is contradic-i
tory to the assumption. Hence the smallest N in the above must be zero,
Ž . Ž .which means that the symmetry 1.2 with 2.1 is intrinsic. This completes
our proof of Theorem 2.
Ž .There are large subclasses of 1.1 that satisfy the conditions in Theo-
rem 2. One such class is already given in Corollary 1. For more examples,
Žwe point out without proof as the proofs are just simple and straightfor-
. Ž .ward verifications that all locally analytic Lie symmetries of system 1.1
must be intrinsic in either of the following two cases.
Ž .1. F s F t, u , . . . , u is nonlinear polynomial in u , . . . ,n nqa nqb nqa
u with t-dependent coefficients, such that there is exactly one productnqb
2 Ž 2 .term of the highest power: e.g., F s tu u y 3u u q t q 1 u .n n nq2 nq1 ny1 n
Ž . Ž .  42. F s f t, u : i g I q g t, u : j g J such that f is notn nqi nqj u ig Inq i
dominantly dependent, I and J are disjoint finite subsets of Z: e.g.,
Ž Ž .. Ž .F s u q sin u q g t, u , u , u .n ny3 n ny2 ny1 nq1
In the most general cases, we may have to use the lemmas directly
instead of making use of Theorem 2. For instance, we can easily show that
Ž .all the locally analytic Lie symmetries of the system
uŽk . t s F ’ n2 q eyn t u q sin u 3.24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n nq1 n
for k G 2, if any, must be intrinsic. In fact, since F is uniformly definedn
 4w.r.t. n and the F for any given n are not dominantly dependent, wen, ui
conclude from Lemma 2 that there exists an N such that c s 0n, nqi
< <; i ) N. Since F is also form-similar w.r.t. n, we conclude from Lemma 1n
Ž . Ž .that F must be of the form 3.4 if 3.24 admits a nonintrinsic Lien
Ž . Žsymmetry. This is not possible. Hence 3.24 will not admit any locally
.analytic nonintrinsic Lie symmetry.
The example in the above paragraph can also be regarded as a direct
application of Theorem 3 below, and the proof we had for Theorem 2 is
basically still applicable to Theorem 3, as the conditions in Theorem 3 are
those we actually used in the proof of Theorem 2. Obviously Theorem 2 is
a special case of Theorem 3.
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THEOREM 3. For any k, a, b g Z with k G 2 and a F b, the locally
Žk .Ž . Ž .analytic Lie symmetries of the system u t s F t, u , . . . , u aren n nqa nqb
intrinsic if
Ž .i a / b, or a / 0 if a s b;
Ž .ii F is uniformly defined w.r.t. n;n
form XŽ . Xiii F f F , ;m, m g Z;m m
Ž .iv F is neither linear nor weakly linear.n
4. NONINTRINSIC LIE SYMMETRIES IN LINEAR SYSTEMS
The purpose here is to show with examples that the linearity or the weak
Ž .linearity of system 1.1 is responsible for the existence of nonintrinsic Lie
symmetries, just as is indicated precisely in Theorems 2 and 3. We first
consider the genuine linear systems. We assume due to Theorem 1 that
Ž .system 1.1 with
b
F s A t u q B t 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n , i nqi n
isa
Ž .has Lie symmetry 1.2 with
f s d t u q b t ,Ž . Ž .Ýn n , i i n
igZ
k y 1
nÇd s c q j t q g d . 4.2Ž . Ž .n , i n , i n i2
Ž .The determining equation 2.2 then becomes
b b
Ç Çd A y d A u y kj A q j A uŽ .Ý Ý Ý ž /n , iyj iyj , j nqj , i n , j i n , j n , j n , j nqj
igZ jsa jsa
k y 1
Žkq1. Žk . Ç Çq j u q b q d B y kj B y j BÝn n n , i i n n2 igZ
b
y A b s 0. 4.3Ž .Ý n , j nqj
jsa
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If we extend the definition of A by A s 0 for both i - a and i ) b,i, j n, nqi
Ž .then 4.3 splits into
b
Ç Çd A y d A y kj A y j AŽ .Ý n , nqiyj nqiyj , j nqj , nqi n , j n , i n , i
jsa
k y 1
Žkq1. 0q j d s 0, 4.4Ž .i2
b
Žk . Ç Çb q d B y kj B y j B y A b s 0.Ý Ýn n , i i n n n , j nqj
igZ jsa
Ž .To find some special solutions for 4.4 , we shall look into two particular
cases.
Ž . Ž . il ti First we consider the case A t s m e with l / 0, j s 1,n, i i
Ž .and g s 0 ; j. Then 4.4 reduces toj a
b
jl t il t w xc y c m e s ilm e , m s 0 ; i g Z_ a, b .Ž .Ý n , nqiyj nqj , nqi j i i
jsa
4.5Ž .
Ž . jIt is easy to see that 4.5 splits into c y c s ild , which isn, nqiyj nqj, nqi i
then solved by c s a y nld n for some arbitrary constants a . Onen, i iyn i i
Ž . Ž .can now choose B t so that 4.4 is also satisfied.n b
Ž .ii Second we consider the case A s constant with j s 1 andn, j
Ž .g s 0 ; i. In this case, 4.4 reduces toi a
b
c A y c A s 0. 4.6Ž .Ž .Ý n , nqiyj nqiyj , j nqj , nqi n , j
jsa
Ž .If we solve 4.6 by c A s c A , i.e., c A sn, nqiyj nqiyj, j nqj, nqi n, j n, i i, j
c A , then its compatibility requires for x q y s znq j, iqj n, j
A A A A A Ai , z iqy , x i , y i , z iqy , x i , y
c s c s c « s ? .n , i nqz , iqz n , iA A A A A An , z nqy , x n , y n , z nqy , x n , y
4.7Ž .
Ž . Ž iyn. zSince 4.7 may be solved by A rA s l , we may choose A si, z n, z n, i
m lni to ensure the compatibility and to reduce the equation to c si nqj, iqj
c lŽ iyn. j, which is then solved by c s a lŽ jyi. i for some arbitraryn, i i, j jyi
constants a .i
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We have thus proved the following
THEOREM 4. Let k G 2, a F b, l / 0 and let a be arbitrary constants.i
Ž . Žk .Ž . b jl ti The system u t s Ý m e u has Lie symmetryn jsa j nqj
› q a u y nlu q b t ›Ž .Ý Ýt i nqi n n u½ 5 n
ngZ igZ
Ž .whene¤er b t is a solution of the system.n
Ž . Žk .Ž . b n jii The system u t s Ý m l u has Lie symmetryn jsa j nqj
› q a lniu q b t ›Ž .Ý Ýt i nqi n u½ 5 n
ngZ igZ
Ž .whene¤er b t is a solution of the system.n
It is worth noting that nonintrinsic nondiscrete Lie symmetries also exist
Ž . Ž .for 1.1 with k s 1. The simplest example is the system u t s u ,Çn nq1
Ž .which has a nonintrinsic symmetry X s b› q Ý Ý a u › fort ng Z ig Z i nqi un
Ž .arbitrary constants a and b. Also, since b t ’ 0 for all n is a triviali n
solution of the systems in Theorem 4, the nonintrinsic Lie symmetries of
the form given in Theorem 4 thus indeed exist.
In the proof of Theorem 2, we noticed that the weak linearity of F isn
somewhat responsible for the existence of nonintrinsic Lie symmetries.
Hence in the case of nonlinear F , we need that the nonlinear terms insiden
F essentially ``cancel off'' somehow. Such cases can be provided by then
Ž .exceptional conditions the weak linearity in Theorem 2. In particular, the
system
uŽk . t s F ’ f t , u y u y f t , u y u 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n nq1 n n ny1
Ž .with arbitrary function f t, z admits at least formally the nonintrinsic
Ž .Lie symmetry X s Ý Ý u › . If we check this case against Theo-ng Z ig Z i un
 4rem 2, we see that the F are dominantly dependent because F qn, u n, ui nq1
F q F s 0, and are also self-annihilating because Ý F s Ýn, u n, u ig Z n ig Zn ny1
Ž Ž . Ž ..f t, u y u y f t, u y u s 0 with the suitable convergence as-nq1 n n ny1
sumed.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied systematically the Lie point symmetries for
Ž .systems 1.1 . We have shown that the nonintrinsic Lie symmetries for
Ž . Ž1.1 , under the assumption of being locally analytic thus ignoring the
.discrete symmetries , exist mainly in the linear systems, and the exceptions
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are only for those which essentially retain the ``effect'' of linearity. These
results convincingly manifest the importance of intrinsic Lie symmetries,
and will thus give confidence to people to look into the intrinsic Lie
symmetries first, if not alone, when seeking symmetries for DDSs arising
from practical problems.
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